1
Customs censorship was Australia's cordon sanitaire, protecting its reading population from ideological upheaval both near and far removed. A small and fragile domestic publishing industry meant the Australian reading culture was an import culture for the first half of the twentieth century, and thus Customs was able to powerfully determine the choices available to Australian readers, with the majority of local books also being produced by British publishers. The nation's cultural isomorphism--the way its national culture attaches to its national boundaries as an island continent--was enacted in and produced by the federal censorship regime.
2 This deliberately isolated Australia from developing political turmoil in its immediate and near neighbors, in an era in which the White Australia Policy could have been made vulnerable by transformations in the political landscapes of Asia and the Pacific, as well as challenges from the independence movements across the British Empire. The role of censorship, particularly sedition and obscenity censorship, in the formation of white Australian postcolonial political sovereignty has been little considered, though a focus on how these two offenses were implicated in the moral configuration of ideology by the regime is highly revealing. This chapter examines bans on radical books by women writers from the Asia Pacific at the height of sedition censorship and demonstrates how sex and national security became interleaved in national governance interleaved, even coarticulated, in national morality, as I have argued in The Censor's Library , was a concrete aim of federal censorship and explicitly legislated for and enacted in censorship decisions such as these.
3 A group of quite distinctive books by a set of extraordinary women from different parts of the world was banned from Australia between the late 1920s and the mid-1930s. American leftist writer Dorothy Myra Page's proletarian novel Gathering Storm was banned in 1933, New Zealand and Australian feminist Communist Jean Devanny's novels The Butcher Shop and The Virtuous Courtesan were banned in 1929 and 1934 respectively, and Australian and British journalist Ella Winter's account of sexual relations in the USSR, Red Virtue, was marked for banning by the Sydney Customs Office in 1934. 4 American expatriate journalist and revolutionary China operative Agnes Smedley provided a preface to a collection of short stories from China, edited by Cze Ming Ting, which was banned by the Book Censorship Board as seditious in 1936. That collection included a story by Ding Ling, the pseudonym of the prominent revolutionary woman writer Ji ǎ ng B ī ngzh ī , titled "Night of Death-Dawn of Freedom," which was identified by Sir Robert Garran, Chairman of the Australian Literature Censorship Board, as a "direct incitement to revolution" and thus unequivocally seditious.
5
The Customs officer's report on Page's Gathering Storm noted that it "incites to armed insurrection against the law of the USA," which under expansive Australian dragnet legislation meant it was clearly seditious, as was any "threat to civilized government," no matter how far away. But the report noted also that Page's novel "could equally well
